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“Roar!” At that moment, a series of beastly roars echoed through the air, followed by 
spine chilling screams. Kai and Skyler rushed toward the source of the sound. However, 
when they arrived, they discovered several martial artist corpses lying on the ground. 

These martial artists weren’t members of Stormwind Sect. They were likely martial 
artists from some other sects who snuck in while Stormwind Sect locked down the 
mountain range. 

Unfortunately, they were too weak, and venturing into this cave only spelled trouble for 
them. Facing several beasts, Kai drew his Dragonslayer Sword and joined forces with 
Skyler. 

The beasts were valuable resources. Before long, they managed to collect several 
sparkling beast cores. Kai couldn’t believe that there were actually beasts inside 
Kazillion Mountains, and he couldn’t help but muse what else they might find in there. 

Meanwhile, in an open space deep within the forest, several people dressed in strange 
garments gathered around the bodies of several beasts. Their garments were 
embroidered with flame patterns, and their aura carried a hint of uncanniness. It was 
clear at first glance that these people were practicing Demonic Cultivation. 

“Lord Green isn’t here, so we’ll have to guard this place. If we can take possession of 
the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace, then Scorching Heaven Sect won’t have to live in 
fear of the other sects anymore!” said a grim-faced elder. 

“Elgado, can you be sure that this is the ancient ruins of Narcissus Palace? With such a 
large disturbance like this, other sects wouldn’t just sit by and do nothing. They’ll send 
people here,” another person replied doubtfully. 

“Rest assured, we’re the closest to this place. By the time the other sects arrive, we’ll 
have found the ancient ruins and claimed it for ourselves! Lord Green was unable to 
obtain any resources from Alchemical Sect this time, so we can only rely on ourselves,” 
answered Elgado. 

“However, when Lord Green left, he told us to be careful and wait for his return,” 
another person said. 

“This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! If we wait for Lord Green to return, the ancient 
ruins of Narcissus Palace might have already been plundered! Now, we’ll set up arcane 
arrays everywhere. As soon as someone enters, we can trap them for a while. When we 
find the 



ancient ruins, I’m sure Lord Green will reward us handsomely,” Elgado said. He added, 
“Then, we won’t have to live our lives hiding on this mountain anymore!” 

Elgado’s eyes gleamed with joy, and his expression was filled with confidence. “We’ll go 
with your plan then, Elgado!” Everyone nodded in agreement. “All right, let’s continue on 
our way now.” 

With a wave of his hand, Elgado and the others disappeared into the depths of the 
forest. After they left, a green mist began to spread from their resting place and into the 
forest. 

Places like this that emitted green mist existed in many parts of the forest. In this forest, 
Kai and Skyler continued to move forward, relying on Kai’s spiritual sense to guide 
them. However, they felt like they were walking in circles and hadn’t made much 
progress even after they had walked for a long time. 

Everything around them looked the same. The path they had walked on was 
surrounded by trees, and now there were still trees on both sides. Nothing had 
changed! 

“Mr. Chance, do you think we might be going in circles? I feel like we’ve been walking 
for ages, but we’re still in the same place. There are no sounds at all now, and there are 
no beasts either,” Skyler said to Kai, her tone laced with a hint of fear. 

Kai frowned, then shook his head. “That’s impossible. Although the trees on both sides 
look the same, haven’t you noticed that the fog around us is getting thicker and 
changing from black to green?” 

Only then did Skyler realize that the fog around them had slowly turned green, but she 
had no idea when it happened. 
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However, since Skyler had taken the detoxifying pill, the toxic fog had no effect on her, 
so she hadn’t paid too much attention to it on the way. Kai closed his eyes slightly, then 
suddenly. sucked in the toxic fog into his body. His eyebrows furrowed soon after. “Mr. 
Chance, what’s wrong? Is there something different about this toxic fog?” Skyler asked 
anxiously. 

“The original toxic fog was naturally formed, but this toxic fog is artificially created,” Kai 
replied. “It seems that we’ve walked into someone’s arcane array. That’s why we’ve 
been unable to find a way out.” 



It was at this moment that Kai realized they had stumbled into an arcane array. He was 
careless and hadn’t noticed it at first because he didn’t expect someone to set up such 
an arcane array. 

Not any ordinary sect could set up such a thing. The person who created this array must 
have been a master of magecraft, and given the green color of the toxic fog, it’s 
possible that it’s the work of a Demonic Cultivator. 

“Mr. Chance, could it be Emiliano who set up this arcane array? His group has entered 
Kazillion Mountains before us, so they should be ahead of us,” asked Skyler. 

“That’s unlikely. Emiliano doesn’t have the ability to set up an arcane array like this. 
There must be other people here, apart from Stormwind Sect,” Kai said with a shake of 
his head. “We need to be careful from now on.” 

It was dangerous for them as they had no idea whether those unknown individuals were 
friends or foes. The fact that the strangers were lurking in the shadows while they were 
out in the open made the situation even more perilous. “What should we do? Can you 
break this arcane array?” 

Skyler, though a Martial Arts God, was clueless about this type of arcane array. Kai 
replied confidently, “This tiny arcane array is nothing to me. I can break it with a wave of 
my hand.” 

Kai was sure of himself, knowing that this kind of small arcane array wasn’t worth his 
attention. If he hadn’t been careless in the beginning, he wouldn’t have been trapped in 
the array in the first place.. 

At the same time, the group from Scorching Heaven Sect, who had already left, 
suddenly stopped in their tracks. “Elgado, what’s wrong?” someone asked. 

“Somebody has entered our arcane array. Twin Grim Reapers, go and check it out. If 
you can catch them, it’ll be great. We can use them to exchange for resources,” Elgado 
said to two men with different skin tones, known as the Twin Grim Reapers. 

“If they resist, kill them no matter who they are. Do you understand?” he added with a 
serious tone. “Don’t worry, Elgado. We’ll make sure to complete the mission…” 

Soon, the Twin Grim Reapers disappeared into the thick fog. Meanwhile, Kai was using 
his hands to create a strong suction, drawing in the surrounding mist. With each wave of 
suction, the space around him rippled with golden light. 

Suddenly, Kai’s brows furrowed, and he shouted, “Whoever is lurking around, come out 
now!” His voice echoed far and wide, charged with spiritual power. 



“I never expected there to be such a powerful. mage in the hidden realm who could 
break our arcane array so quickly,” a loud voice responded. Following this, the Twin 
Grim Reapers emerged from the mist. 

They wore unusual clothing with large flame patterns on their chests. However, their 
skin colors were quite unique. One had a pallid complexion, resembling someone with 
vitiligo. The other’s skin was so dark that one might assume they were from a hot 
tropical country. 

The contrast between the two made them appear comical, but their Fourth Level Martial 
Arts God aura made it clear that they were not one to be trifled with. Skyler recognized 
them at a glance and exclaimed in fear, “Scorching Heaven Sect? You two are from 
Scorching Heaven Sect?” 
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Nigel and Rupert were momentarily stunned. They glanced at Skyler and said, “I didn’t 
expect a little girl like you would know about Scorching Heaven Sect. That’s right. We 
are Scorching Heaven Sect’s Twin Grim Reapers, and we are here to take your lives.” 
Rupert sized up Skyler with a lecherous gleam in his eyes. 

“Ms. Loulland, what’s Scorching Heaven Sect?” Kai asked. He was puzzled. I thought 
there were only nine sects in this hidden realm. Why is there an additional Scorching 
Heaven Sect now? Moreover, judging by these two men’s strength, this Scorching 
Heaven Sect must be quite formidable as a whole. 

“Mr. Chance, Scorching Heaven Sect is a group for Demonic Cultivators. The wisp of 
soul remnant planted in my master’s body belonged to the leader of Scorching Heaven 
Sect, Yona Green. Back then, he challenged my master to a fight and left a wisp of his 
soul remnant in my master. As a result, Alchemical Sect was able to extort so many 
resources from Luminous Sect every year,” Skyler explained to Kai in detail. 

“It was him?” Kai recalled that wisp of soul remnant. That soul remnant was already 
difficult to deal with. I can’t even imagine how powerful that person must be. 

“It seems like there are too many ancient and mighty beings in this hidden realm.” Kai 
couldn’t help but sigh.. “I see, so you’re from Luminous Sect. That’s great. We can 
capture you and force Matthew to ransom you with resources,” Nigel uttered confidently 
as soon as he learned Skyler was from Luminous Sect. 

That was because, aside from Alchemical Sect, Luminous Sect was the weakest among 
the nine sects. They didn’t have to worry about offending Luminous Sect. 



“Nigel, you handle that guy who’s only a Martial Arts Saint, and let me deal with this girl. 
I’m going to have some fun. It’s been so many years since I laid my hands on a woman, 
so I’ll thoroughly enjoy myself today.” Rupert riveted his eyes on Skyler, an urge to 
ravish her washing over him. 

Since Kai was merely a Martial Arts Saint while Skyler was just a Second Level Martial 
Arts God, Nigel and Rupert were certain they could handle the two of them. 

“Y-You’re a shameless beast!” Listening to Rupert’s obscene words, Skyler blushed in 
embarrassment. Rupert guffawed. “Seeing you getting angry just excites me more!” 

Nigel said to Kai, “Brat, leave all your valuable. belongings and quickly get lost. Judging 
by your cultivation level, you don’t seem like someone from this hidden realm. I shall 
show you mercy today and spare your life!” 

“You’re not going to kill me?” Kai pretended to be surprised. “That’s right. I won’t kill you 
if you scram now and don’t get in our way. The two of us are going to… Hehe…” Nigel 
laughed salaciously. 

“Ah, what a pity. You two don’t want to kill me, but I want to end you both!” Kai sneered. 
Nigel was taken aback. He didn’t anticipate an insignificant Martial Arts Saint like Kai 
would dare to say something like that. 

“Brat, do you know who you’re talking to?” Nigel narrowed his eyes. A mere Martial Arts 
Saint can only beg for mercy when encountering a Martial Arts God, yet he has the 
audacity to speak so arrogantly? 

“Indeed, I don’t know who I’m talking to. Your skin is so dark. Did your mother swallow 
charcoal when she was pregnant with you?” Kai asked. 

Pfft! Amidst that tense situation, Kai’s question. prompted Skyler to snicker out loud. 
Nigel was instantly enraged. He immediately withdrew a pitch-black soul-locking staff. 
The staff emitted an eerie dark aura and ghastly howls. 

“Brat, I’m going to tear you to pieces and banish your soul to the depths of hell so you 
can never be reborn!” Nigel bellowed, his aura bursting forth at once. At that moment, 
Rupert also brandished a pure white soul-locking staff which emanated chilling air. 
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Skyler suppressed her laughter, vigilantly watching her opponents and mobilizing her 
aura. Still, a Second Level Martial Arts God like her would likely not last more than five 
exchanges of blows against their current opponent. After all, Skyler didn’t possess Kai’s 
ability to fight against enemies with a higher cultivation level. 



The higher the cultivation level was, the greater the difference between each level 
became, and the more impossible it was for the weak to defeat the strong. 

Nigel and Rupert were Fourth Level Martial Arts Gods. Hence, Skyler didn’t stand a 
chance to win. “Ms. Loulland, you can rest at the side and watch how I turn these two 
into dried corpses.” Kai smiled faintly. 

Immediately afterward, his aura intensified. Skyler nodded and took a few steps back, 
planning to watch Kai deal with the Twin. Grim Reapers alone. 

“Hmph! Are you crazy? I can’t believe a mere Martial Arts Saint like you think you can 
match up against us. I can slaughter you by myself.” Nigel snorted and swiftly dashed 
toward Kai. 

Kai’s previous insult had infuriated him, and he wasn’t going to let that matter slide until 
he killed Kai. In the blink of an eye, Nigel had arrived before Kai. He raised the soul-
locking staff high above his head and brought it down with great force. 

He figured that strike would likely pulverize anything in its path. However, Kai merely 
smirked and sidestepped to dodge the attack effortlessly. 

In the next instant, his body emitted rays of golden light, and Golem Body enveloped his 
figure, giving him the appearance of a golden- armored war god. Noticing the sudden 
materialization of Golem Body on Kai, the Twin Grim Reapers were dazed. 

“No wonder you’re so full of yourself, brat. It turns out you’re actually hiding a high-
grade armor. Nevertheless, even if your body is made of iron, I will still smash you into a 
pulp today!” Nigel roared. 

Kai didn’t respond. Golden lights erupted as Kai launched a Sacred Light Fist at Nigel. 
The dazzling golden lights instantly lit up the vast forest. Nigel’s expression changed 
slightly as he hurriedly used his soul-locking staff to block the attack. 

Clang! A deafening sound reverberated as a massive force spread outward, causing the 
thick trees in the surroundings to be uprooted by the martial energy. 

Nigel felt numbness in his arm while he kept retreating backward. “What a terrifying 
power. How could a mere Martial Arts Saint possess such strength?” He stared at Kai in 
disbelief. 

“Nigel, be careful. This guy is deliberately acting weak. Judging by his capabilities, he’s 
definitely not just a lowly Martial Arts Saint,” Rupert, standing at one side, reminded 
Nigel. Nigel nodded. Then, he leaped up. While his body was still in midair, he suddenly 
swung his staff. 



The endless black mist exuded by the soul- locking staff transformed into numerous 
malicious spirits that viciously launched themselves at Kai. Looking at those malicious 
spirits formed from the black mists, Kai curved his lips upward and laughed. Seeing 
Kai’s reaction, Nigel was dumbfounded and baffled. 

However, before he could react, he saw Kai focusing his energy on his elixir field. The 
next second, Kai opened his mouth, unleashing a powerful whirlwind-like suction force 
and swallowing those malicious spirits. 

As the gale gradually subsided, Kai rubbed his belly and let out a satisfied burp. Nigel 
stared at Kai in utter shock and incredulity. “Y-You can also use black magic? Are you a 
Demonic Cultivator, too?” he asked astonishingly. 

“Bah! I have no interest in black magic. It’s just that my technique can perfectly counter 
yours!” Kai expressed his contempt and stomped his foot, propelling himself toward 
Nigel like an arrow released from a bowstring. 

Watching Kai charging in his direction, Nigel no longer wore a relaxed expression on his 
face. His pupils constricted, and his aura exploded. 
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“Sacred Light Fist!” Kai shouted. That time around, his fist glowed with a golden light 
that was as dazzling as the sun. The glaring brilliance made everyone squint. 

Infinite spiritual energy condensed before heading toward Nigel’s chest. Nigel’s 
expression changed, and he hastily blocked it with his soul-locking staff again. 
Unexpectedly, Kai’s speed did not show the slightest sign of decrease. In the next 
heartbeat, his fist landed squarely on the staff. 

Bang! A deafening smash split the air, and the whole ground shook. Even Verner and 
the others, who were in the mountains, could feel the earth quivering. 

Sheer terror brimmed in Nigel’s eyes. Following that single punch from Kai, his soul-
locking staff instantly snapped, yet the man’s fist shot forward unbarricaded to hit his 
chest with the same force. 

Like a piece of paper, Nigel was promptly sent flying back, forcefully knocking down 
dozens of trees before landing heavily on the ground. Bright red blood kept spurting out 
of his mouth, and horror was etched across his features. 

“How is this possible? W-What exactly is your cultivation level?” he stuttered. Never in 
his wildest dreams had he ever imagined that Kai, whom he looked down upon, was 
actually so powerful. 



“Are you okay, Nigel?” Rupert asked. Wearing a similar surprised expression on his 
face, he stepped forward and helped Nigel up, feeding him a pill at the same time. 

After Nigel had taken the pill, the aura within his body started replenishing at lightning 
speed. “I’m fine, still alive and kicking. It looks like we’ve got to join hands,” Nigel 
uttered. 

In the beginning, he found it unnecessary for them to team up to deal with Kai since he 
believed he would be able to kill the latter alone with a single blow. Alas, Kai turned the 
tables on him, and he ended up injured instead. 

“Okay. Indeed, this brat had been hiding his capabilities pretty well. But when did the 
hidden realm have such a young elite? I’ve never heard of it,” Rupert remarked, 
scrutinizing Kai with utter puzzlement in his eyes. 

There were no elites in the martial arts world beyond their realm. Moreover, they had no 
recollection of an elite as young as Kai in the nine sects within the hidden realm. 

“Regardless of whether he’s from within or beyond the hidden realm, he must die today. 
Otherwise, our reputation would be ruined,” Nigel hissed through gritted teeth, his eyes 
blazing with fury. 

Kai mocked them with a sneer. “Even if you two were to attack together, the outcome 
would still be the same. As such, I’d advise you to give up the futile struggle.” 

“How arrogant!” Nigel snorted blithely, for he had already recovered his aura. “Let’s kill 
him together, Nigel!” Rupert declared, his aura bursting forth and his eyes narrowing 
into slits. At once, they leaped up and charged at Kai, one from the left and the other 
from the right. 

Despite the simultaneous attack by two Fourth Level Martial Arts Gods, Kai remained 
motionless. Nonetheless, he unleashed Golem Body to its full potential. 

In no time, a golden dragon started taking shape behind him. Subsequently, the gigantic 
creature circled in the air. Right then, even his skin was glowing. With the addition of 
Golem Body to his tough physique, he was long since indestructible. 

“All souls shall come to me!” Rupert waved the soul-locking staff in his hand, upon 
which clouds of black mist turned into malicious spirits that swooped down on Kai. 

Meanwhile, Nigel manifested flames in his palm. Black mist similarly encircled the 
flames. The two of them seemingly arrived before Kai at the same time. Shooting a 
hand out, Kai struck it against Nigel’s palm. 



Bang! In a flash, Nigel was sent flying once more. At the same time, the soul-locking 
staff in Rupert’s hand hit Kai hard. Sparks flew, and many of the golden scales on the 
latter’s body were knocked off, vanishing into thin air. 

Kai’s shimmering skin was exposed, but there was nary a scratch on him. On the 
contrary, Rupert sensed his arm going numb, and his soul-locking staff almost slipped 
out of his hand. 

 


